Monday 29 October 2018

Morning:
9:00 - 10:30  Pico sessions cycle 33 (1st year): nr. 28 PhD students + 4 PhD students DICAM/FEM / short presentations – 2 minutes) - room 1D

10:00 - 13:00 nr. 4 presentations PhD students cycle 31 (3rd year) - room 2R

11:00 - 13:00 Evaluations PhD students cycle 33 (1st year): nr. 10 PhD students - multi touch screen 1° floor

13:00 - 13:30 Seminar "Life after PhD" prof. Paolo Scardi (Head of the Doctoral School in Civil, Environmental and Mechanical Engineering) - room 2R

13:30 - 14:30 Lunch break (room 1H)

Afternoon:
14:30 - 17:00 nr. 3 presentations PhD students cycle 31 (3rd year) – room 2R

14:30 – 17:00 Evaluations PhD students cycle 33 (1st year): nr. 18 PhD students - multi touch screen 1° floor

17:00 – 18:00 Talk “Open Source, Open Science, Open Society” dr. Andrea Claudi - computer engineer at Red Hat (the world's leading provider of open-source enterprise-level solutions) - room 2R
Talk “Ricerca e divulgazione: un binomio impossibile?” dr. Claudia Paris (researcher at DISI/ Department of Information Engineering and Computer Science - UNITN) - room 2R

Tuesday 30 October 2018

Morning:
9:00 - 10:00  Pico sessions cycle 32 (2nd year): nr. 25 PhD students (short presentations – 2 minutes) – room 1D

9:30 - 12:30 nr. 7 presentations PhD students cycle 31 (3rd year) – room 1B & room 1D

10:30 - 12:30 Evaluations PhD students cycle 32 (2nd year): nr. 8 PhD students - multi touch screen 1° floor
12:30 - 13:30 Seminario sui limiti dello sviluppo - prof. Ugo Bardi (Università di Firenze)
Moderatore prof. Stefano Schiavo (Scuola di Studi Internazionali – UNITN) – room 2R

13:30 - 14:30 Lunch break (room 1H)

Afternoon:
14:00 - 17:00 nr. 7 presentations PhD students cycle 31 (3rd year) - room 1B & room 1D

14:30 - 16:30 Evaluations PhD students cycle 32 (2nd year): nr. 14 PhD students - multi touch screen 1° floor

17:00 - 18:00 Talk “Comunicazione e storia della scienza” dr. Matteo di Giovanni (PhD student Department of Physics - UNITN) - room 2R

Talk "High qualification in a Tech-Company" dr. Leonardo Manfrini (Recruiter & Employer Branding Manager in a scaleup Tech-Company, Supermercato24, leading Italian player within the online grocery field) - room 2R

Talk “When I grow up, I want to be a… #PhD, #Post-doc @ Eurac research” dr. Daniele Vettorato (Coordinator - Urban and Regional Energy Systems - European Academy EURAC - Bolzano) – room 2R

18:00 – 18:30 Informal meeting sessions with a buffet offered by the PhD associations ADI & CVD

17:00 – 18:30 Doctoral School Committee - room 1H

Wednesday 31 October 2018

Morning:
9:00 – 11:00 dissemination sessions of PhD students cycle 31 (3rd year) - multi touch screen 1° floor

11:15 – 13:00 dissemination sessions of PhD students cycle 33 (1st year) & PhD students cycle 32 (2nd year) - multi touch screen 1° floor

13:00 – 13:30 Seminar (to be confirmed)

13:30 – 14:30 Lunch break (room 1H)